Abstract. Finite element methods (FEM) are generally used in cardiac 3D-electromechanical modeling. For FEM modeling, a step of a suitable mesh construction is required, which is non-trivial and time-consuming for complex geometries. A meshless method is proposed to avoid meshing. The smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method was used to solve an electrophysiological model on a left ventricle extracted from medical imaging straightforwardly, without any need of a complex mesh. The proposed method was compared against FEM in the same left-ventricular model. Both FEM and SPH methods provide similar solutions of the models in terms of depolarization times. Main differences were up to 10.9% at the apex. Finally, a pathological application of SPH is shown on the same ventricular geometry with an added scar on the heart wall.
Introduction
Patient-specific modeling has become an interesting research topic in the cardiac electrophysiology community because it can help to understand the electrical propagation and its pathologies [2] . FEM is a well-established numerical approach often used to investigate the electro-mechanics of the human heart [3, 13] . The generation of complex meshes is necessary. Meshing is one of the main bottlenecks for the clinical translation of cardiac modeling tools since it is difficult to have a streamlined and automated pipeline to generate accurate FE simulations from imaging data [10] . Another non-trivial step of FEM in electro-mechanics is the coupling between electrophysiology and mechanics when meshes with different resolution for both problems are used. It is expected that a way to overcome these difficulties could be through a meshless approach.
Various meshless methods have demonstrated the ability to provide a computational feasible model for cardiac electrophysiology simulations, without burden mesh generation [2, 5, 15] . In this paper, SPH [8] is proposed to numerically solve the Mitchell-Schaeffer (MS) electrophysiological model [7] on the electrical depolarization of the left ventricle. To evaluate the accuracy of this approach, a comparison with a FEM implementation [6] was conducted. Finally, a scar was added to the ventricular myocardium to show the potential use of the proposed meshless approach in a pathological case. The goal is to explore the accuracy, speed and limitations of SPH with respect to FEM, as a first step towards a potential full electro-mechanical heart model using a meshless approach.
Method
In this section, the electrophysiological model and the SPH discretization scheme are explained. For further details of the FEM approach, refer to [6] .
Electrophysiological Model
In this paper, the macroscopic biophysical mono-domain model Mitchel-Schaeffer together with a diffusion term [13] was used to model the cardiac electrophysiology. This model was chosen because it captures the action potential duration (APD) (Fig. 1) , considers fiber orientation in the diffusion term and is only governed by 6 parameters, which might facilitate a more precise model personalization since less parameters need to be fitted to given data.
When considering the geometry, a diffusion term div(C∇v) is required to the first Equation (1) [13] . C ∈ R 3,3 is the connectivity tensor defined as
with τ ∈ R 3 being the vector corresponding to the fiber orientation, ⊗ the tensor product, Id ∈ R 3,3 the identity matrix, ar ∈ R the anisotropic ratio and c ∈ R the conductivity coefficient that controls the propagation velocity. ar controls the conduction velocity in the fiber orientation with respect to the transverse plane, e.g. in the case ar = 1 , the fiber orientation is not anymore taken into account, hence reducing the model to the isotropic case.
The parameters τ in , τ out , τ open , τ close ∈ R control the duration of the four stages of the APD. The depolarization phase is controlled by w ∈ R and v gate ∈ R defines at which point the APD starts. I app ∈ R corresponds to the first stimulus of the transmembrane potential v ∈ R. 
SPH Discretization
SPH is a meshless Lagrangian method, where each solid particle carries its own properties such as density, conductivity, etc. Given a continuous function f : R 3 → R representing a particle property at the spatial position r, it can be approximated with a delta Dirac function (3):
Notice that the delta Dirac function was approximated with a kernel function W (r−r , h), where h ∈ R is the so-called smoothing length (Fig. 1 ). For Equation (3) to hold, W must fulfill the following
The integral in (4) is approximated as a finite sum, where the density ρ j and the mass m j are obtained by replacing the infinitesimal volume dr by the finite volume (5) .
where f i is the approximated value of the function f at the position r, i.e. at the particle of interest i. Due to the previous formulation (5) the derivative of the function f in the same position r can be approximated as a derivative of the kernel function (6) 4Èric Lluch et al
The electrophysiological model (1) in the SPH formulation reads:
where • is an element wise multiplication (Hadamard product), ∇ 2 W ∈ R 3,3 is the Hessian matrix of the kernel including all the Hessian derivatives and
where n i is the number of neighbors of the particle p i .
Boundary conditions are difficult to handle in SPH, even when simple boundary conditions such as symmetric surface boundary are required. This is due to the truncation of the particle neighborhood near a boundary, which results in a truncation of the integral of equation (5) [4] . Moreover, when it is assumed that the system connectivity only changes because the particles lose or gain connectivity through a boundary (no-flux), there is no need to place special conditions on the gradient of the potential function v near the boundary [4, 8] . In other words, if all the boundaries fulfill the no-flux condition, then the symmetry of the SPH ensures that the system conserves its flux because the particles interact amongst themselves. On top of this, a corrective smoothed particles method (CSPM) was implemented to overcome the lack of particles in the boundaries while enhancing the solution accuracy inside the domain [4] . After applying CSPM, the discretization scheme has an accuracy of O(h 2 ) for interior points and O(h) for points near or on the boundary, where h is the distance between particles. The distance depends on the choice of the spatial resolution.
The cubic B-spline kernel (9) was used here since its first derivatives are positive for neighbor particles close to the particle of interest [4] 
where in order to fulfill (4), the coefficient α d = 1 π and q is defined as
Regarding the time integration scheme, a forward explicit Euler method was used for SPH whose accuracy is O(h), h being the time step. For FEM, the modified Crank-Nicholson / Adams-Bashforth (MCNAB) was used [13] .
Experiments
To evaluate the proposed SPH-based electrophysiological model, the same model was solved with a FEM scheme and results were compared for the electrical depolarization. An image-based left-ventricular geometry was evaluated in this work to have a preliminary comparison between the methods. The two methods are labeled as:
-FEM MS : Mitchell-Schaeffer model discretized with FEM [7] .
-SPH MS : Mitchell-Schaeffer model discretized with SPH.
For FEM and SPH approaches, two different resolutions were considered. The low resolution had 18667 nodes and the high resolution had 51037 nodes for both approaches. For FEM MS , a tetrahedral mesh was computed from the segmented left ventricle. For the proposed approach SPH MS , a set of equidistributed points from the same anatomy was used. Each SPH particle has a density of 1053 kg/m 3 , corresponding to reported myocardium density [14] . The mass of each particle was computed as the product of the density times the volume of the cubic cell defined between the particle of interest and the neighboring particles. To understand the impact of key intrinsic parameters of the SPH MS , additional experiments were conducted for several kernel sizes in these two resolutions. In order to evaluate the accuracy of these experiments, an analysis of the L 2 differences between FEM and SPH activation times, as well as the computational time, were investigated ( Table 1) .
For all simulations, myocardial fiber orientation was included in each of the nodes to achieve a physiological behavior. Fibers were assigned following the rule-based model angles described by D. Streeter et al. [12] . Regarding the parameters, an initial electrical impulse I app = −580000 mV s was imposed in a set of points on the apex surface corresponding to 80 mm 2 during 4 ms so that in the first time step with an integration time of dt = 10 −4 s an initial potential of v = −58 mV was obtained. Time variables were τ open = 120 ms, τ close = 150 ms, τ in = 0.3 ms, τ out = 6 ms, following [7] . An anisotropic ratio ar = 0.16 was used.
Moreover, a scar was added in the myocardium of the same left ventricle to show how SPH handles a pathological example. In particular, the electrical activation was simulated during one second for both healthy and pathological scenarios. It was assumed that the heart rate was 75bpm, i.e. the heart period was 0.8 s. Under this assumption, three activation phases were observed within one simulated second: the depolarization phase, where particles get activated; the repolarization phase, where particles get deactivated; the second depolarization phase, where particles get activated again. The scar was placed in the septalanterior region close to the base. Shape and location of the induced scar are shown in Fig. 2 . The high resolution (51037 particles) model with a kernel size of 3mm was used for both healthy and pathological simulations. The scar tissue was applied to 1621 particles while 5891 particles were treated as gray tissue (tissue near the scar). The rest of the particles were considered as healthy tissue. Two different pathological experiments with different model parameters were simulated. In the first pathological simulation, denoted as 'pathological with low conductivity', particles in the gray zone and in the scar were modified according to [1] , in such a way that their conductivity coefficient is reduced but not null. In the second pathological case, denoted as 'pathological with zero conductivity', particles in the scar are assumed to have zero conductivity. To visualize the discretized domains using both discretization schemes, the structure of the meshes is shown in Fig. 3 . In the case of SPH, a 3D Delaunay filter from Paraview (Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, USA) was used to enhance the volume visualization, since unconnected points in 3D do not provide a good visual 3D representation.
Results and Discussion
Results section is structured as follows: first, a sensitivity analysis of the impact of key intrinsic SPH parameters is presented. Then, a qualitative comparison against the FEM solution for depolarization is presented. Finally, experiments to show the SPH MS applicability in a pathological case with a scar are shown. Depolarization and repolarization phases were compared between healthy and pathological cases using SPH.
Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis of particle resolution, as well as the kernel size was conducted for SPH and compared against FEM results. Five kernel sizes ranging from 0.003 to 0.007 m were evaluated. A kernel size < 0.0025 m fails due to insufficient number of neighbors, while a kernel size > 0.007 m has so many neighbors that the computational time was excessive for the potential gain in accuracy. Table 1 shows that the L 2 error is not linear neither over the kernel size nor over the resolution. A reduction of the difference between SPH and FEM was observed when the number of degrees of freedom was incremented for the evaluated kernel sizes. In terms of computational time, it increases linearly over the kernel size and faster over the degrees of freedom. The FEM implementation was faster than the SPH one. A GPU implementation (relatively easy with SPH formulation) could overcome this disadvantage of the SPH approach [9] . The choice of a kernel size of 3 mm and a resolution of 51037 particles is a good balance between kernel size and number of degrees of freedom since the L 2 error with respect to FEM is very small and it was relatively fast to compute. For the rest of the results, this choice of kernel size and resolution was used.
Qualitative Comparison
Depolarization times were first qualitatively compared using a discrete colormap divided by ten isochronous on the ventricle. In all simulations the electrical activation started from the apex until the septal base. SPH MS and FEM MS show the same range of depolarization times and a similar activation pattern (Fig. 3) . Moreover, it is observed that all particles in the endocardium get activated after 123 ms. To evaluate the propagation with both approaches, a picture of the activation times for the same cross section in both approaches is shown in Fig. 3 (middle column). In general, a visual comparison of this figure shows that the behavior over the whole ventricular volume is similar for both FEM and SPH methods. The left ventricle endocardium was then mapped into a disk by the use of Quasi-conformal mapping (QCM) [11] to better visualize differences in all regions. The mapped results are shown in the bullseye plots of Fig. 3 . To insight into the differences between SPH MS and FEM MS , the absolute differences between the depolarization times of these two numerical approaches were computed on the endocardium. These differences were projected on a homeomorphic disk as shown in Fig. 4 . In this figure, it is observed that the highest 
Pathological case
Results of the experiments described in Section 3 for both healthy and pathological cases are shown in this subsection. The pathological simulations took 22m45s for 99ms. Depolarization times, repolarization times and second depolarization times are presented using a discrete colormap divided by ten isochronous on the ventricle (Fig. 5) . Results for the pathological case with zero conductivity were thresholded at 0.66s to avoid having particles at two repolarization phases simultaneously, which facilitates the comparison among the first phases for the three experiments (healthy, pathological with low conductivity and pathological with zero conductivity). In pathological cases, some regions of the ventricle take a longer time to get activated due to the low conductivity around the scar. In fact, the latest particle gets activated at 169.97ms (low conductivity) and 656.12ms (zero conductivity) for the two pathological scenarios, whereas in the healthy case, the latest particle does it after 129ms. However it was observed for all three cases, that the ventricle gets repolarized from the apex to the base. In the two pathological cases, the activation pattern goes around the geometry of the scar. In the middle column of Fig. 5 , the depolarization phase is depicted. For all cases, the heart starts its depolarization from the apex as it should be. Nevertheless, the depolarization times for the pathological cases are higher due to the lower conductivity in the gray and scar zones. Similarly to the repolarization time, the pattern for the deactivation in the pathological cases takes the shape of the scar into account.
Finally, the second repolarization is shown on the right of Fig. 5 . In a heart without arrhythmia, the second repolarization phase should have the same pattern as the first repolarization phase when the electrical impulse is given in the apex again after 0.8s. Nevertheless, for the pathological case with zero conductivity, particles in the gray zone get reactivated before 0.8s due to their low (but not zero) conductivity. In particular, the first particle in the gray zone to be activated (at 390ms) forces the apex to reactivate much earlier than 0.8s. This implies that the heart gets reactivated before it should, which is known as 'reentry arrhythmia' and has been observed in patients with scars.
Finally, as part of the limitation of this study, full heart geometries will be considered in the future to evaluate the robustness of the proposed SPH MS . Moreover, the validation of SPH for electrophysiology should be performed by comparing it with patient data or with a higher number of validated synthetic geometries. The impact of the particle distribution on the results needs to be revised as well, especially when particle motion is taken into account.
Conclusions
In this paper, it was shown that SPH is an alternative method to model cardiac electrophysiology. This work has not only demonstrated that the presented meshless method can provide a physiological meaningful model, but that the results are similar to existing mesh-based methods in terms of activation patterns and depolarization times. The comparison shows promising results towards a proper validation of the method and accuracy assessment against real data. Moreover, a pathological case was also investigated to show the potential use of SPH in the present of a scar. SPH methods are a promising alternative to produce patient-specific simulations. Their ability to import an unstructured set of points without any mesh makes the integration of sparse imaging data (including anatomy and velocities) straightforward.
